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IYC encourages  travelers  to vacation in the Bahamas  this  holiday season
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International yachting company IYC is highlighting the Bahamas as a top destination to spend the holiday season.

IYC encourages affluent travelers to experience a variety of locations like the Bahamas and activities in an exclusive
and safe environment by offering a selection of yachts at varying price points. With no restrictions on a private
charter, individualized itineraries may be curated and a list of activities can be arranged for guests on board.

Setting sail
In partnering with Magellan Jets, IYC allows guests to enjoy the luxury of private travel from start to finish. Magellan
Jets offers a range of private jet charter options and offers exclusive deals for IYC clients.

Following their first-class private flying experience, IYC clients have a series of different options to choose from for
their vacation in the Bahamas. Some of the most popular destinations IYC recommends include: Nassau, Abacos
and Harbor Island.

IYC also offers over 30 other yachts for guests to choose from in the region, ensuring that every client will find the
right fit for their Bahamas vacation. Each yacht provides guests with safe accommodation to enjoy the Bahamas
during the global pandemic.

While the Bahamas is lifting its "Vacation in Place" restrictions on Nov. 1, the country still requires travelers to wear a
mask on every island. However, a private charter allows guests to safely enjoy themselves in complete privacy.

In April, IYC formed an alliance with Magellan Jets to offer complementary services to their clients as the travel
industry took a enormous hit due to the COVID-19 outbreak. As part of their deal, Magellan Jets offered $7,500 in
flight credits to reach the customer's yachting destination and IYC offered a $2,500 credit on any 2021 charters that
were booked through June 30 of this year (see story).
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